
All things Begin with R – Quiz 
You tune stations to listen to music or talk shows on this? 1

A competition in which runners, or horses’ or vehicles, compete to see who is the fastest? 4

The condensed moisture in the atmosphere that falls and gets you wet unless you are using an 
Umbrella is called what? 

7

What is the enclosed icy space you will go Ice Skating on? 2

What is the name of the bat used in a game of tennis? 5

In cooking you will use a set of instructions to make a particular dish, what is this called? 8

What is the popular fluffy domestic pet, often with floppy ears, fond of carrots and like to hop? 3

This device is found in most homes to help heat rooms and generally powered by gas, what is it called? 6

A place where you go to eat socially and pay to eat food off a set menu? 9

What is the item of jewellery you wear on your finger called, often can be an engagement, wedding, 
or eternity one? 

10



What is the name for a food that is uncooked14

In theatre, what is the process called, when you practice before a performance?  17

A circular shape is called more commonly as this, what is it12

When something is damaged, and you then mend it, what is this called15

Yoga is said to be something that helps you to feel this way, what is it? 18

What is a machine called that closely resembles a human being and is able to replicate human like movements?  13

What colour is a Strawberry? 16

A British traditional meal you have on a Sunday, sometimes in a pub, is called a what? 19

What is the opposite of Left? 20

All things Begin with R – Quiz 
This stream of water will flow in a channel into the sea, what is it called?  11



Radio 1

Races 4

Rain 7

Rink 2

Racket 5

Recipe8

Rabbit3

Radiator 6

Restaurant9

Ring10

Red16

River 11

Rehearsal 17

Round 12

Relaxed18

Robot13

Roast 19

Raw14

Right20

Repair 15
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